Abstract. The response of an integrating ionization chamber at 10 g/cm •' depth in the atmosphere to particles of various rigidities is evaluated by using the change of ionization with latitude. This procedure yields the differential response curves at solar minimum and solar maximum and also the mean rigidity of response at any given latitude. For high latitude and Minneapolis, the mean responses are 2.5 bv and 3.2 by, respectively, at solar minimum and 
Introduction. Integrating-type ionization chambers have long been used for studying various aspects of energetic particles and other radiation both in the high atmosphere on balloons and, more recently, in free space on satellites and space probes [Winckler, 1960; Neher and Anderson, 1962; Arnoldy et al., 1964] . If the general nature of the radiation is known, then this instrument can give the mean energy by measuring the loss rate by ionization integrated over the incident spectrum. This information has been of use in the study of aurora.1 and solar X rays and solar cosmic ray protons at high altitudes and in space [Winckler, 1962; Mosley et al., 1962; . If the ionization chamber is supplemented by a Geiger counter having similar stopping power for the radiation under investigation, then the average ionization per count is a significant, quantity for estimating the mean energy of the radiation and, in some cases, its nature [Ho[mann and . Because such ionization chambers are capable of long-term accurate calibration and standardization, they are useful for studies of primary cosmic ray time variations If the ionization chamber is exposed to a complex radiation environment, a detailed interpretation usually becomes impossible. For example, attempts to determine the electron flux in some parts of the Van Allen radiation belts have failed because of the mixture of electrons, X rays, and protons [Arnoldy et al., 1962] . Another case is that of an ionization chamber on a balloon at high altitude responding to galactic cosmic rays. The response is due partly to direct primaries but also to secondary particles produced in the atmospheric transition of the primaries, and possibly to re-entrant albedo particles. Attempts to unravel these. effects and obtain any detailed information about the primary particles from a single total ionization rate measured at high altitudes from a balloon seem useless.
However, if high altitude ionization measurements are made over a range of geomagnetic 3190 CALLENDER, MANZANO, AND WINCKLER latitudes, then with knowledge of the local magnetic rigidity cutoff a response curve for the ionization chamber can be constructed. The ionization ra.te I is related to the primary rigidity spectrum D incident on the earth by the relation: I = • f• Dz(P, t)Sz(P, x) dP (1) z where Z is the atomic number of the incident pa. rticle, Px is the cutoff rigidity at the instrument, P is the rigidity, x is the atmospheric depth of the ion chamber, and $, (P, x) is its specific yield function.
Differentiating with respect, to cutoff rigidity, we obtain the differential response curve which is a function of depth, time, and rigidity of the primary particles, but no longer has reference I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   0  I  2  $  4  5  6  7  8  9  I0  II  12  I$  14  15 Px GV 
Since P depends on the spectral shape, it will vary, for example, with solar cycle modulation effects. The entire procedure above is exactly analogous to. the treatment of ground level neutron monitor data, where the details of the atmospheric transition process also are obscure Evaluation of ion chamber response curves. In the ideal case, the response curve of a high In addition, the mean response of a free space ion chamber to primary cosmic rays (OgO-A ion chamber, computed by S. R..Kane) is given. The cutoff of this chamber is determined by the wall thickness and corresponds to about 12-Mev protons. The response in this ease is determined both theoretically and from laboratory measurements and will be described in more detail elsewhere (S. R. Kane, Ph.D.
thesis).
It is important to note the very significant lowering of the mean rigidity of response achieved by flying an ion chamber on a balloon as compared to a sea level monitor. There is also a smaJ1 but significant gain in flying the balloon at high latitude. However, there is little additional response gained in flying the ion chamber in space as compared to a high latitude balloon. These comments apply, of course, to the 'normal' cosmic ray spectrum. The situation may be very different for solar cosmic ray particles or other radiation of predominately low energy. numbers. Figure 9 and Table 2 The following facts about Figure 9 would thus seem significant: for both decreasing and increasing cosmic ray rates, the relationship between the 3-bv range of mean rigidity and the 15-bv range is the same. This also appears to be true for shorter period fluctuations, with the exception of the fall of 1957, when a real hysteresis loop develops. At this time, the 3-by and 15-bv relation moves off the curve, indicating a spectral excursion different from most of the cycle. This was a period of a large decrease preceding sunspot maximum. For data for all the solar cycle other than this period, a smooth functional relationship exists.
In an independent analysis of a more restricted sample of the same basic data, Nerurkar and Webber [1964] Using the same data, Neher and Anderson [1964b] have argued for the existence of a space gradient. We believe, however, that the regression type diagram used here has certain advantages in presenting the relationship of the two instruments and that this diagram shows a correlation between the two instruments that is independent of distance from from earth within the uncertainties which seem to be of random character.
